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Abstract: Electrical discharge machining (EDM) is widely used process in the production of mould / dies,
aerospace, automobile and electronics industries where intricate complex shapes need to be machined in
very hard materials. The selection of the AISI 304 stainless steel was made taking into account its use
in almost all industrial applications for approximately 50% of the world’s stainless steel production and
consumption. In this paper an attempt has been made to develop the mathematical model for predicting
die-sinking electrical discharge machining of AISI 304 stainless steel characteristics such as the metal
removal rate (MRR), the tool wear rate (TWR), the surface roughness (Ra value) and the hardness(HRB)
using fuzzy mathematical method. The process parameters taken into consideration were the current (I),
the open-circuit voltage (V), the servo (SV) and the dutycycle (η). A fuzzy rule base characterizing the
relationship between input and output parameters was built through experiments. The design of
experiments technique has been used to conduct the experiments, which in turn reduced the number of
experiments. The prediction of the metal removal rate, the tool wear rate, the surface roughness and the
hardness was achieved under the condition of given input parameters by rule-based fuzzy reasoning. The
predicted results were analyzed through experimental verification. The model predicted values and
measured values were fairly close to each other. A regression analysis of experimental and predicted
outputs was performed to investigate the model. It was found that the R2 values are 0.978, 0.91, 0.992
and 0.979 for the metal removal rate, the tool wear rate, the surface roughness and the hardness,
respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

AISI 304 stainless steel which is widely used
almost in all industrial applications is accounted for
approximately 50% of the world’s stainless steel
production and consumption. Because of its aesthetic
view in architectures, superior mechanical and physical
properties, weldability, resistance against corrosion and
chemicals, it became as the most preferred material.
Today several conventional and non-conventional
methods for machining of AISI 304 stainless steel are
available. Mot of these methods results in loss of
superior properties of the stainless steel material and
makes it to act like other ordinary materials within the
machined zones.

Among the non-conventional methods, electric
discharge machining (EDM) is most widely and
successfully applied process in machining of hard
metals or those that would be very difficult to machine
with traditional techniques. The material is removed
from the work piece by the thermal erosion process,

i.e., by a series of recurring electrical discharges
between a cutting tool acting as an electrode and a
conductive workpiece in the presence of a dielectric
fluid. This discharge occurs in a voltage gap between
the electrode and work piece. Heat from the discharge
vaporizes minute particles of work piece material,
which are then washed from the gap by the
continuously flushing dielectric fluid[1].

Since EDM is a complex machining process, in
order to achieve the economic objective of this process,
optimal cutting conditions have to be determined and
so mathematical models need to be established. The
fuzzy theory, artificial neural network and regression
analysis are the most important and major modeling
methods, employed in the EDM process modeling[2].
Che Haron et al[3] studied the influence of machining
parameters when machining tool steel AISI 1045 using
EDM. The objective was to determine the correlation
between EDM parameter (current) and machinability
factors (material removal rate and tool wear rate). The
mathematical models are developed for electric
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discharge machining of aluminum-silicon carbide[4],
WC-Co[5], SiC[6] and conductive ceramics[7] using
design of experiments technique for optimizing electric
discharge machining characteristics such as the metal
removal rate, the tool wear rate and the surface
roughness, and analyzed using regression analysis. It is
concluded that, the MRR decreases with an increase in
the percent volume of SiC, whereas the TWR and the
surface roughness increase with an increase in the
volume of SiC. Li and Lee[8] studied the effect of
machining parameters on the machining characteristics
of tungsten carbide. The effectiveness of the EDM
process with tungsten carbide is evaluated in terms of
material removal rate, the relative wear ratio and the
surface quality.

The regression models[9] and Taguchi methods[10]

are used for modeling and analyzing the influence of
process variables on material removal rate and tool
wear rate. It is observed that, the tool wear rate
reduced drastically, if the parameters set al their lowest
values, while the parameters set at their highest values
increase the material removal rate drastically. Yih-fong
Tzeng and Fu-chen Chen[11] designed the ideal function
of an EDM system coupled with Taguchi methods for
process optimization. A two-step optimization strategy
is applied. The first step is to reduce the functional
variability of the EDM system to enhance process
robustness. The second step is to increase the
machining accuracy by adjusting the slope of the best-
fit line between the input signals and the output
responses. Marcel Sabin Popa[12] presented the
importance of all parameters that can influence the
quality of the process and in the EDM Process in the
industry of machine building. The main parameters that
are followed during the process are the precision and
the roughness of the surface. Kozak and Gulbinowicz
[13] studied the effect of the tool electrode wear on the
accuracy of the Rotating Electrical Discharge
Machining. Two mathematical models of Rotating
Electrical Discharge Machining have been developed:
the first one considers machining with the face of the
end tool electrode and the second one considers EDM
with the lateral side of the electrode. The software for
computer simulation of EDM machining with the side
and face of the electrodes is developed.

Mahdavinejad[14] studied optimization and control
of EDM process using the neural model predictive
control method and the method of model predictive
control based on artificial neural networks with output
parameters of the system to minimize the number of
non-successive pulses is used. To determine the value
of stability process parameter, a fuzzy analysis method
is developed to distinguish the single pulse discharge
type. Genetic algorithm is applied for optimizing the

model predictive controller, on parameters of pulse on
and off time, discharge current, gap size and its
variations rate. The test results showed the electric
discharge machining of WC-Co confirms the capability
of the system of predictive controller model based on
neural network with 32.8% efficiency increasing in
stock removal rate[15].

In the present work, an attempt has been made to
develop the mathematical model for predicting die-
sinking electrical discharge machining of AISI 304
stainless steel characteristics such as the metal removal
rate (MRR), the tool wear rate (TWR), the surface
roughness (Ra value) and the hardness (HRB) using
fuzzy mathematical method. The process parameters
taken in to consideration were the current (I), the open-
circuit voltage (V), the servo (SV) and the duty cycle
(η). The model predicted values and measured values
were fairly close to each other. Their propinquity to
each other indicates the developed model can be
effectively used to predict the MRR, TWR, Ra and
HRB in the machining of AISI 304 stainless steel. A
regression analysis of experimental and predicted
outputs was performed to investigate the model. It was
found that the R2 values are 0.978, 0.91, 0.992 and
0.979 for the metal removal rate, the tool wear rate,
the surface roughness and the hardness, respectively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The work piece material used for the present
investigation is AISI 304 stainless steel which is
having a wide range of applications in the industrial
Weld: Chemical, Pharmaceutical, Cryogenic, Food,
Dairy, Paper industries etc. The chemical composition,
mechanical and physical properties of material are
given in Table 1, and 2.

Fuzzy Modeling of Electrical Discharge Machining
Process: Fuzzy logic has great capability to capture
human commonsense reasoning, decision making and
other aspects of human cognition. It has been used in
many practical engineering situations because of its
capability in dealing with imprecise and inexact
information[16]. The powerful aspect of fuzzy logic is
that most of human reasoning and concept formation is
translated into fuzzy rules. The combination of
incomplete, imprecise information and the imprecise
nature of the decision making process make fuzzy logic
very effective in modeling complex engineering,
business, finance and management systems which are
otherwise difficult to model. Basically, Fuzzy Logic
(FL) is a multivalued logic that allows intermediate
values to be defined between conventional evaluations
like true/false, yes/no, high/low, etc. Notions like rather 
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tall or very fast can be formulated mathematically and
processed by computers, in order to apply a more
human-like way of thinking in the programming of
computers[17].

A fuzzy set, as name implies, is a set without a
crisp boundary. That is, the transition is gradual and
this smooth transition is characterized by membership
functions. The fuzzy inference system or fuzzy model
is a popular computing framework based on the
concepts of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy if-then rules and
fuzzy reasoning. The basic structure of the fuzzy
inference system consists of three conceptual
components which are rule base, data base and
reasoning mechanism. A rule base, which contains a
selection of fuzzy rules and a data base, which defines
the member ship functions used in the fuzzy rules. A
reasoning mechanism, which performs the fuzzy
reasoning based on the rules and given facts to derive
a reasonable output or conclusion[18]. The structure of
the fuzzy logic controller is shown in Fig 1. Although,
there are several fuzzy models available, Mamdani
fuzzy inference method[19] a commonly used fuzzy logic
methodology, is utilized as kernel of the fuzzy logic
controller for modeling the electric discharge machining
process. The major issues involved in the application
of fuzzy logic for modeling the EDM process are
explained in the following sections. 

Fuzzy Expressions: For the prediction of output
parameters such as the metal removal rate, the tool
wear rate, the surface roughness and the hardness, the
EDM process is modeled using four input parameters
such as current, open-circuit voltage, servo and
dutycycle. The first step in establishing the algorithm
for fuzzy model is to choose the shape of the fuzzy
membership function or fuzzy sets of the process
variables. The fuzzy expressions for different input
parameters and output parameters are shown in Fig 2-9.

Degree of Membership Functions of Input and
Output Variables: The first stage in the application of
fuzzy logic to model the EDM process is identifying
the variation ranges of input and output variables. Then
the range of each process variable is divided into group
of fuzzy subsets. Each fuzzy sub set is given a proper
name and assigned a member ship function. The
membership function is assigned without depending on
the results of the experiments. In general membership
functions are classified into trapezoidal, triangular and
square and their combinations etc. In the present work
triangular membership functions are selected for fuzzy
input and output parameters. The membership functions
for input and output parameters are 

Current (I): The current range of 8 to 16A can be
divided into three fuzzy sets as {low, medium, high}
and is I = {I1, I2, I3} expressed in vector form. The
degree of membership function of current is shown in
Fig 2.

The membership function of current in equation
form is listed as follows:

I1(x) = 
12 x

, x [8,12]
4




I2(x) = 

x -8
, x [8,12]

4
16 x

, x [12,16]
4

 
  


I3(x) = 
x -12

, x [12, 16]
4



Open- circuit Voltage (V): The range of voltage is 80
to 160 volts and is divided into three fuzzy sets as
{low, medium, high} and is V = {V1, V2, V3}
expressed in vector form. The degree of membership
function of open –circuit voltage is shown in Fig 3.   

Servo (SV): The range of Servo 30 to 50% and is
divided into three fuzzy sets as {low, medium, high}
and is SV= {SV1, SV2, SV3} expressed in vector form.
The degree of membership function of servo is shown
in Fig 4.

DutyCycle (η): The range of duty cycle is 50% to
80% and is divided into three fuzzy sets as {low,
medium, high} and is η = {η1, η2, η3} expressed in
vector form. The degree of membership function of
dutycycle is shown in Fig 5.

Output variable -MRR: The more the fuzzy sets of
the output variable, the nearer is the prediction value
to the real value. As output variable, the metal removal
rate range from 0.0245 to 0.187 grams/min and is
divided into nine fuzzy sets as {Extremely Low, Very
Low, Low, Medium, Less High, High, Very High,
Very Very High, Extremely High}. It is M = {M1, M2,
M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9} expressed in vector
form. The membership function of MRR is shown in
Fig 6.
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Fig. 1: Structure of the Fuzzy logic controller

Fig. 2: Member ship function of Current

Fig. 3: Member ship function of Voltage

Fig. 4: Member ship function of Servo
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Fig. 5: Member ship function of Duty Cycle

Fig. 6: Member ship function of MRR

Table 1: Chemical composition ranges for AISI stainless steel 304 (% Weight)
Composition Min Max
C - 0.08
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mn - 2.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Si - 0.75
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
P - 0.045
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S - 0.030
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cr 18 20
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ni 8 10.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
N - 0.10

Table 2: Physical and Mechanical properties of AISI stainless steel 304
Property Description
Physical
Density 8000 (Kg/m3)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Elastic Modulus 193MPa
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thermal conductivity 16.2(W/m.K) at 1000C

21.5(W/m.K) at 5000C
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Electrical Resistivity 720 (nΩ.m)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Specific Heat 500 (J/kg.K) from 00C-1000C
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mean Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 17.2 From 00C-1000C

7.8 From 00C-3150C
18.4 From 00C-5380C
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Table 2: Continue
Melting Point 1400-1450°C
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mechanical Typical Minimum
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tensile Strength 600MPa 515MPa
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Proof Strength, (off set 0.2%) 310MPa 205MPa
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Elongation (Percent in 50mm) 60 40
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hardness (Brinell) 170 -
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hardness (Rockwell) 92 -
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Endurance (fatigue Limit) 240MPa -

Output variable –TWR: The range of tool wear rate
range from 0.006 to 0.0305 grams/min and is divided
into nine fuzzy sets as {Extremely Low, Very Low,
Low, Medium, Less High, High, Very High, Very Very
High, Extremely High}. It is T = {T1, T2, T3, T4, T5,
T6, T7, T8, T9} expressed in vector form. The
membership function of TWR is shown in Fig 7.

Output variable –Surface Roughness (Ra): The range
of surface roughness range from 3.251 to 5.5 μm and
is divided into nine fuzzy sets as {Extremely Low,
Very Low, Low, Medium, Less High, High, Very
High, Very Very High, Extremely High}. It is R =
{R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9} expressed in vector
form.  The  membership function of Ra is shown in
Fig 8.

Output Variable –HRB: The range of hardness from
88 to 97 HRB and is divided into nine fuzzy sets as
{Extremely Low, Very Low, Low, Medium, Less High,
High, Very High, Very Very High, Extremely High}.
It is H = {H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8, H9}
expressed in vector form. The membership function of
HRB is shown in Fig 9.

Determining of the Relationship Between Input and
Output Variables: In order to determine the
relationship between input and output variables, the
EDM experiments were conducted using factorial
design in the design of experiment by considering the
affecting parameters of current, open-circuit voltage,
servo and dutycycle. The values of each parameter
used in the experiments were set to the value when
parameter membership degree is 1. For example, the
fuzzy sets of current are {low, medium, high}, the
degree of membership is equal to 1, the corresponding
current will be {8A, 12A, 16A}, the current values will
be used in experiments. In this way, the Voltage is
80V, 120V, 160V}, the Servo is {30%, 40%, 50%},
the duty cycle is {50%, 65%, 80%} for the
experiments.

Each experiment will result in output parameters,
which should be determined to belong to which fuzzy
sets of the output variable. So the value of the output
parameters should be put into the membership function
of the output variables to calculate its degree of
membership. Then they will be identified to belong to
which fuzzy sets using the principle of maximum
degree of membership.

Establishment of Rule Base: The relationship between
input and the output in fuzzy system is characterized
by a set of linguistic statements which are called fuzzy
rules. They are defined based on the experimental
work, expert and engineering knowledge. One
experiment results in one fuzzy rule. If all the fuzzy
rules are saved in a data base, a fuzzy rule base will
be established. The number of fuzzy rules in fuzzy
system is related to the number of fuzzy set for each
input variable. In this study 25 fuzzy rules were
established. The fuzzy rules can be expressed by:

F(Ii, Vj, SVk, ηl )6Mp, Tq, Rr, Hs (i, j, k, l [1,3], p,
q, r, s [1,9]); i, j, k, l, p, q, r, s z

Few examples of the fuzzy rules in linguistic form
are shown below. 

Rule 1: If current is low and Voltage is low and Servo
is low and dutycycle is low then MRR is Less High
and TWR is Medium and Ra is low and HRB is Very
Very High

Rule 2: If current is High and Voltage is low and
Servo is low and dutycycle is low then MRR is
Extremely High and TWR is Less High  and Ra is 
Very High and HRB is Very High.
Rule 3: If current is Low and Voltage is High and
Servo is low and dutycycle is low then MRR is
Extremely High and TWR is medium and Ra is Very
Low and HRB is Extremely High etc.,

These rules are formed based on the experimental
results presented in Table 3.
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Fig. 7: Member ship function of TWR

Fig. 8: Member ship function of Surface Roughness

Fig. 9: Member ship function of Hardness

Table3: The machining parameters and their levels
Controllable factors Levels

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Low(-1) medium (0) High (+1)

Current (amps) 8 12 16
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Open- circuit voltage (volts) 80 120 160
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Servo (%) 30 50 80
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dutycycle (%) 50 65 80

Prediction of Output Parameters: The defuzzification
method of centroid method is adopted to predict the
output parameters as shown in equation. This was
carried out using MATLAB 7.0 fuzzy logic tool box. 

 

p

j j
j 1

f p

j
j 1

A(α ) f

U
A(α )











Where Uf is the output of the controller (MRR, TWR,
Ra, and HRB)

A(αj) is the firing area of the jth  rule
p is the total number of fired rules 
fj represents the centroid of the area

Experimental Details: The experiments were
conducted according to factorial design with 8 star
points’ and one centre point. The machining parameters
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chosen for the present investigation are Intensity (I),
open-circuit voltage (V), Servo (SV) and dutycycle
(pulse-on time (td) is the duration of time (in μs) the
current is allowed to flow per cycle. Pulse-off time (to)
is the duration of time (in μs) between two consecutive
sparks. On the other hand, dutycycle (η) is the ratio of
the pulse-on time to the total pulse time expressed in
percentage. Hence it can be expressed mathematically 

as Duty cycle (η) =                    ). The machining d

d o

t 100t t 
parameters and their levels are presented in Table 3.
For coding the values of the duty cycle in the levels of
-1, 0, 1 pulse-on time was changed i.e 6.4, 12.8  and
25µs by keeping the pulse-of time as constant at 6.4 µs
to get the levels of 50%, 65% and 80%.

All the experiments were conducted on CNC die-
sinking electric discharge machine of type
CHARMILLES ROBOFORM 54. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig 10.

Fig. 10: ROBOFORM 54 Die-Sinking EDM Machine

It is energized by 128 A pulse generator. Also, a
jet flushing system in order to ensure the adequate
flushing of the EDM process debris from the gap zone
is employed. Pressure of the dielectric fluid is adjusted
manually at the beginning of the experiment. The
dielectric fluid used for the EDM machine was
RUSTLICK EDM 30, which is commercially available
dielectric fluid with a flash point of 930C. The
materials normally used in EDM electrodes are various
types of copper, graphite, tungsten, brass and silver.
Copper is the most appropriate material with excellent
electrical and thermal conductivity and one of the
major commercial materials. The electrode having a
cross section of 14 mm×20 mm. The electrode material
properties are given in the Table 4.

The work pieces and electrodes after machining
have thoroughly cleaned with acetone to remove the
carbon deposition, and the weight measurements were
taken on electronic weighing machine, which has a

resolution of 0.0001 grams. Each experiment was
repeated twice and the averaged for MRR (grams/min)
and TWR (grams/min).

The surface roughness (in microns) was measured
three times and averaged. The average surface
roughness is the integral absolute value of the height of
the roughness profile over the evaluation length and
was represented by the following equation.

L

a

0

1
R Y(x)dx

L
 

Where L= the length taken for observation
Y= the ordinate of the profile curve
The surface roughness was measured by using

HANDY SURF E-35A. To carryout the hardness
experiments on the work piece’s, the surface of the
EDMed area was machined by surface grinding, and
the hardness measurements were carried out on digital
macro hardness tester TIME TH 300. The
measurements were made three times and averaged.
The experimental results with design matrix are
presented in Table 5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fuzzy model has been developed for predicting
the MRR, TWR, Ra and HRB, in terms of Intensity,
Open-cirucit Voltage, Servo and dutycycle. The output
of fuzzy logic controller for a given set of input
parameters is shown in Fig 11. The comparison of
predicted values of MRR, TWR, Ra and HRB using
Fuzzy logic controller with the experimental values for
different set of input values are shown in Fig12-15.

The Fig 12-15, showing that, the predicted values
using fuzzy model are very good correlation and
representation with the experimental results. With fuzzy
logic method, we can predict the MRR, TWR, Ra and
HRB at any value of the input parameters within the
ranges of the parameters studied. The accuracy of
prediction depends on the number of fuzzy sets of the
input and output variables and the number of
experiments conducted. 

Regression Analysis: To have a more precise
investigation into the model, a regression analysis of
predicted and measured values was preformed as
shown in Fig 16-19. The adequacy of the developed
model can be verified by using R2. The quantity R2

called as coefficient of determination is used to judge
the adequacy of regression model developed. 

0          . The R2 value is the variability in the data 2 1R 

accounted for by the model in percentage [20].
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Table 4: Properties of copper Electrode
Property Description
Composition 99.9% copper
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Density (gm/cm3) 8.904
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Melting Point 10830C
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thermal resistivity 9μΩcm
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hardness 100HB

Table 5: Experimental conditions and Results
Sl.No. I V SV η MRR TWR Ra HRB
1 8 80 30 50 0.0980 0.0160 3.8499 95.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 16 80 30 50 0.1870 0.0185 4.9833 95.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 8 160 30 50 0.0320 0.0145 3.3400 97.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 16 160 30 50 0.1815 0.0145 5.0666 96.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5 8 80 30 80 0.0340 0.0240 3.7816 94.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6 16 80 30 80 0.0330 0.0170 4.7666 96.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7 8 160 30 80 0.0445 0.0075 3.8166 92.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8 16 160 30 80 0.0740 0.0195 3.5833 93.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9 8 80 50 50 0.0285 0.0140 3.2506 95.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10 16 80 50 50 0.0585 0.0130 4.6999 90.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11 8 160 50 50 0.0260 0.0075 3.7883 93.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
12 16 160 50 50 0.0655 0.0155 5.4833 92.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
13 8 80 50 80 0.0245 0.0080 3.9166 93.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
14 16 80 50 80 0.0430 0.0060 4.9333 92.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
15 8 160 50 80 0.0380 0.0095 3.8166 90.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
16 16 160 50 80 0.0600 0.0305 3.9666 91.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
17 8 120 40 65 0.0430 0.0125 4.0816 94.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
18 16 120 40 65 0.0820 0.0110 5.3833 91.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
19 12 80 40 65 0.0645 0.0110 5.4999 91.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
20 12 160 40 65 0.0785 0.0085 5.1999 88.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
21 12 120 40 50 0.0560 0.0140 4.3833 91.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
22 12 120 40 80 0.1040 0.0120 4.5666 92.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
23 12 120 30 65 0.0860 0.0155 3.9666 91.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24 12 120 50 65 0.0630 0.0065 5.2166 92.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
25 12 120 40 65 0.0765 0.0105 5.1333 91.0
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Fig. 11: Fuzzy inference (Knowledge base) system

Fig. 12: Comparison of results between Experimental and Predicted MRR

Fig. 13: Comparison of results between Experimental and Predicted TWR
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Fig. 14: Comparison of results between Experimental and Predicted Ra

Fig. 15: Comparison of results between Experimental and Predicted HRB

Fig. 16: Regression analysis between predicted and Measured MRR
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Fig. 17: Regression analysis between predicted and Measured TWR

Fig. 18: Regression analysis between predicted and Measured Ra

The regression coefficient is calculated to estimate
the correlation between the predicted values by the
fuzzy model and the measured values resulted from
experimental tests. The regression coefficient is
calculated as 

2
j j

j2
2

j
j

(t o )

R 1
(o )

 
    
  




Where tj= targets or experimental values or measured
values

oj= outputs or predicted values

There is high correlation between the predicted
values by the fuzzy model and the measured values
resulted from experimental tests. The correlation
coefficients for MRR, TWR, Ra and HRB were 0.978,
0.91, 0.992 and 0.979 which shows there is strong
correlation in modeling MRR, TWR, Ra and HRB as
depicted in Fig 16-19 and provided the best accuracy.
The fuzzy outputs are plotted versus the experimental
outputs as open circles. The best linear fit is indicated
by a dashed line. The perfect fit (Predicted values
equal to experimental values) is indicated by the solid
line. From Fig 16-19, it is difficult to distinguish the
best linear fit line from the perfect fit line, because the
fit is so good. It is derived from Fig 16-19, that one
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can definitely predict MRR, TWR, Ra, and HRB using
the designed fuzzy logic controller. The variation in
predicted values can be further reduced by considering
more fuzzy member ship functions for the selected
range of parameters.

Conclusions: The enormous interest in the study of
die-sinking EDM machining AISI stainless steel 304 is
consequence of loss of superior properties of stainless
steel material and makes it to act like other ordinary
materials within the machined zones when utilizing
other manufacturing  process such as Laser machining,
abrasive jet machining, ultrasonic machining or
grinding, among others. Based on the experimental
results and results predicted by fuzzy model, the
following conclusions are drawn.

In this research, the experiments were conducted
on CNC die sinking machine of type CHARMILLES
ROBOFORM 54 on AISI stainless steel 304 with
copper tool material using design of experiments which
in turn, reduced the number of experiments. The data
for MRR, TWR, Ra and HRB was collected under
different input conditions of intensity, open-circuit
voltage, servo and dutycycle.

The fuzzy model has been developed with the
experimental results for predicting the MRR, TWR, Ra
and HRB. The author examined the developed fuzzy
model in EDM process. Through experimental
verification, the fuzzy system proved capable of
prediction of MRR, TWR, Ra and HRB with about
0.978, 0.91, 0.992 and 0.979 accuracy respectively.

Fig. 19: Regression analysis between predicted and Measured HRB

The results of the study are highly encourages and
suggests that fuzzy logic approach is reasonable for
modeling the EDM process.

The accuracy of the developed model can be
improved by increasing the more fuzzy sets of the
output variables.
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